


Monday weekly report and Thursday update report
Full PPC optimization
Listing improvement recommendations from experienced brand managers.

SEO and Competitive analysis are available as a separately paid service ($500 each)
Low-priority task management

Access to Trivium Tribe
Access to analytics, every Monday, screenshots of the performance will be posted on the slack channel

Update on next steps included
Updates regarding daily spending once a week
Launching campaigns gradually with careful budgeting
Once a day responding to questions

SCOPE:



SCOPE:
Creating portfolios for the separate parent ASINs, as well 
as, the brand table
Renaming campaigns so that they’re easily identifiable and 
have product codes
Trivium Analytics

Including a full explanation of data, plan of action, and 
the strategy

Pausing all non-performers or dead keywords
Optimizing keywords

Even on a daily basis when it’s needed
Launching auto campaigns for each ASIN if necessary.
Launching new campaigns with profitable search terms 
using Search Term Report (STR) data.
Keyword and Product research, as well 
as,launching/optimizing campaigns to have profitable 
targeting

Protecting brand name through all ad types ie sponsored 
products, brand, display, video, etc
Daily updates every day
Seasonality analysis
SEO and competitive analysis during the first 30-60 days of 
collaboration
Suggestions will be sent in the slack channel, expecting 
that the client will work on implementations
Organic rank tracking
Launching organic ranking campaigns for improvements
Market share tracking



SCOPE:
SEO and Competitor Analysis
Our internal brand managers will implement changes, 
and do A/B experiments if it’s needed
Seasonality Analysis
Opening cases to Amazon support whenever it’s needed 
to solve problems.
Listing Creation/ Optimization
Highest priority
Meetings
Brand management tasks
Problem-solving
Creating Lightning Deals
Tracking Inventory
Creating Shipping Plans
Dealing with Amazon Highjackers
Trivium Analytics

Including a full explanation of data, plan of action, 
and the strategy

PPC Management
Creating portfolios for the separate parent ASINs, as well as, 
the brand table
Renaming campaigns so that they’re easily identifiable and 
have product codes
Launching auto campaigns for each ASIN if necessary.
Bulk sheet optimization on a daily basis when it’s needed
Launching new campaigns with profitable search terms using 
Search Term Report (STR) data.
Keyword and Product research, as well as, 
launching/optimizing campaigns to have profitable targeting
Protecting brand name through all ad types ie sponsored 
products, brand, display, video, etc
Organic rank tracking
Launching organic ranking campaigns for improvements
Market share tracking

EXCLUDED: Creatives. Separate quote required





PPC Spend
 PPC Sales
 Total Sales
 Units
 Sessions
 Cost Per Session
Unit Session %

 CTR %
 Cost per Click
 ACOS
 TACOS
 Blended CPA
 Profit












